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	Title: In My Garden - June 2010
	Author: by Betty Coffelt, Master Gardener  
	Page 1: As June begins the flowerbeds are in full swing.  There is lots of cleanup activity of faded flowers and early spring bulbs.  I leave early bloomers like coral bells and poppies as long as possible to ensure that seeds have fallen for next year.  There are several annuals that reseed themselves, but if the seeds come from a hybrid you will not know if they naturalize or not until after a season or two.  I have found that although cockscomb changes quite a lot, you do get some very unusual flowers.  I like unusual so I leave several scattered around.  As I pull out fading plants I replace some with summer annuals.  When buying new plants, remember to check the tag for approximate size.  They usually grow larger than stated due to our valley’s warm weather and long growing season.  I try to space annuals away from my perennials, since annuals are so fast growing.  They need to come up, grow and produce flowers before frost.  One of my shorter perennials is the gerbera daisy.  My oldest clump is 2 feet in diameter, but only l8 inches tall.  Their flower spikes do shoot up to 2 feet.  Most gerberas grow in a spreading pattern outward, but I discovered 3 in my garden that produces new plants from seed. I thinned daffodils and freesias this year by first watering thoroughly and pulling them up the next day.  Most came out easily, but some would stay in the ground for next year.  I then dug out any remaining bulbs within 12 inches of other perennials.  I am repeating the process with my gladiolas.  They have gotten thick in places so instead of cutting them for bouquets I just pull them up with the corm attached.  I cut the flower stalk to the length I need and give away or compost the corm.  When cutting flowers this spring I noticed that the hoplia beetle migrated from my white and light pink roses to my calla lilies and pink peony, so I have been busy picking them off.  If you have light colored flowers and noticed that they were not as pretty as they should be because of browning around the edges and holes in the petals, this beetle could easily be the cause.  It is very frustrating as they attack the beautiful first bloom on many plants.  They are about ¼ inch long and light brown in color.  Since they only reproduce once a year, you can really reduce their population and destruction of flowers simply by picking them off your plants.I also discovered that with all the wind we had this spring some taller plants like my Easter lilies were blown down and the snails used them as a ramp avoiding my oyster shell trail and started munching on my hostas. Apparently snails don’t like coral bells as these nearby plants are untouched, so I am going to purchase more.  Coral bells do great in the shade and come in extremely interesting leaf colors.  I have three ranging from dark ruffled purple to one called peach melba, which is a beautiful pink with a slight yellow tinge. 
	Page 2: All my potted plants that were put up for the winter are back outside now.  Many had to be repotted and that turned into quite a job.  If slugs get into your potted plants, a good solution is to cover the drainage hole with part of a copper scouring pad.  The pad allows for good drainage but the copper is poisonous to slugs and the sharp edges discourage them from inching their way into the pot.The vegetable patch is looking like a real garden now.  We completely rotated our planting from last year.  You shouldn’t let your vegetable crop stay in the same place very long.  Move the plants to different areas in the garden to help outrun any buildup of insect pests or diseases.  It really does help to keep the concentration of pests down.   I plant turnips and kohlrabi close to the squash as the aphids will go to them first and leave my squash alone longer.  This extends the harvest of squash.  As of the first of June we have harvested turnips, yellow squash, potatoes and green onions, and small peppers will be ready soon.  Tomatoes are always a real treat from the garden.  We have four dozen plants of about 8 varieties, some are the tried and true but there are a few new varieties too.  I staggered the planting and not all of them have set fruit yet, but that will extend the harvest.  Our potato plants have finished blooming, are starting to die back, and we will harvest them next.  If you planted bulb onions this year, then you’ll notice their tops are dying back.  I watered mine well last week and will let them dry out before digging them. You can dig them any time after the leaves begin to soften and wilt.  After digging we place them in a shady spot until the stalk is totally dry, then they are ready to use. The grapes have set many clusters.  We destroyed quite a few roots when we replaced our arbor, but they seem to have weathered the upheaval in stride.  My last sulfur spray for powdery mildew went on last week; you might be able to spray one more time in June if temperatures are below 85 degrees.  I finally finished thinning fruit from all the fruit trees.  My little Kim peach is still so small and young that I only left five fruit on it.  I removed over 400 fruit from the donut peach and it still is loaded, yet the nectarine didn’t need to be thinned at all.  With that chore done I can focus on other things like pulling out old alyssum plants so I can go after the spurge that hides in among them.  Enjoy being outside even if it is spent pulling weeds. 
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